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Textual analysis

TA02 Do The Right Thing 

Criterion A Cultural context (8) Mark 6/8

Comments

The work demonstrates a good understanding of the cultural context and provides 
meaningful comments regarding the link to The Night of the Hunter. There is a good use of 
film terminology and a good analysis of film elements. The work presents good research that 
is appropriate and well cited. The candidate displays a level of understanding that can be 
described as accurate and relevant, and there is some discussion of how film elements are 
used to make comment on the cultural context. 

Criterion B Film elements (12) Mark 8/12

Comments

The analysis sits in the middle of the 7-9 markband as it matches all the expectation in that 
markband. The work is accurate, focused and relevant without being detailed and insightful 
enough to move to the upper markband. There is good control of terminology. While this 
criterion calls for a balance between detail and breadth, this textual analysis would have 
benefitted from improved breadth by including more film elements. 

Criterion C Relationships within the film text (8) Mark 5/8

Comments

While the candidate draws attention the relationship between the film elements and the 
cultural context, there is only limited discussion of how the film elements in the extract relate 
to their use in the film as a whole. This is a missed opportunity. This is a student who clearly 
has a good understanding of the extract but pays too little attention to the expectations 
outlined in Criterion C.

General 
commentary 

Students need to be reminded to address both of the expectations 
stated in Criterion C. This is an example of a student who cites the 
resources used for their research well. 

Total

Mark
19/28


